[Disorders in learning and memory processes in the monkey model of Alzheimer's disease: the role of the cerebral cortex associative areas].
Processes of novelty learning and keeping the results in Alzheimer's disease in two groups of rhesus-monkeys (three monkeys in each group), were studied: following neurotoxins administrati- on (I group) and saline administration (II group). In two months after the injections (the C1 stage), considerable differences between the groups were revealed in the task of differentiation among contour shapes. For the I group monkeys the learning was difficult: the correct decision making did not reach 85 %, and the probability of refusing to make a decision increased. For the II group monkeys the learning characteristics were not disturbed. In six months after the injections (the C3 stage) the differences between the groups in the task of differentiation among new stimuli (heads of two monkeys) remained at the same level. When studying characteristics of the operative memory associated with keeping the learning results achieved at the C1 stage, a considerable worsening of these characteristics was revealed: diminishing of the correct decision making probability at the C1 stage (actually to the level of 0.5), increase in the probability of refusing to make a decision. The structural-functional organization of interaction between sensory and cognitive processes in learning and keeping the information in the operative memory, is discussed in association with the control of motivation and attention system and the role of the cortex associative areas.